
Are you upgrading from one version of the same brand of
ERP to another, or are you changing ERP brands?

Are you intending to do a ‘lift and shift’ or a
transformation-type of ERP migration? In other words, are
you moving the same design and data from an older to a
newer version as is, or are you optimising, streamlining,
and enhancing processes and, as a result, system design
and module scope as part of the initiative you embark on?

Do you currently have ERP-connected applications or
platforms that need to come along for the journey?

Various factors need to be considered when determining the
possible challenges that a company might face during an ERP
upgrade, for example:

a) What are the challenges that companies who need to 
     migrate or upgrade their ERP might come across?
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Based on the upgraded ERP functionality, what will be the
continuous requirements for the connected apps?

Are the connected apps in question still the best apps for
the job in your organisation?

Does the ERP upgrade result in a need to also upgrade the
connected apps?

Is the inclusion of new connected apps as part of the ERP
upgrade initiative required?

If new connected apps are required, what would be the
timeline of the implementation, in other words, before,
during or after the ERP upgrade?

How would the master data and integration be influenced
and what would the scope be, based on the outcome of the
considerations above?

The main considerations are:

The following document was produced by experts at Supply Chain Partner to provide insight into key
considerations for migrating your ERP, specifically in relation to the integration of Coupa procurement
software. However, many of the points discussed are applicable to other ERP-connected services such
as HRM and CRM. 

The document covers general questions and answers that procurement and IT managers using, or
considering using, Coupa might have.

ERP migration – 
key considerations

Section one: General Q&A

misaligned goals and agendas across the affected business
landscape
a lack of ownership and buy-in
the available budget for the business requirements
resistance to change and change fatigue
the extent of the effort required for data cleansing,
standardisation, and enhancements
data migration complexity, especially migration of open
transactional data
the identification and capacity of key business resources to
participate in the project.

That said, typical pain points would be:

b) What are the principal considerations for connected apps in
     general terms?
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c) Coupa‐specifics

Coupa is a spend management platform that can enable
spend-related processes from the initial sourcing of a product
or service to the actual buying and subsequent payment of the
supplier. As procurement forms a key part of an organisation’s
daily activities, the organisation should evaluate and determine
the scope of the Coupa platform to be implemented. 

If Coupa is the chosen business spend management solution,
the procurement process in the new ERP should ideally always
be designed to work as one solution with Coupa to limit any
misalignment, process inefficiencies and end‐user confusion.
As a result, organisations should look at implementing Coupa
prior to or in conjunction with the ERP upgrade.

Coupa’s scope and related integration scope

An organisation’s resource capacity to be involved in both
the ERP and the Coupa implementation

Coupa implementation timeline versus the planned ERP
upgrade timelines

The type of ERP upgrade; in other words, whether the
integration will be from one platform to another or from an
older version of the same platform to a later version

The current spend management pain points and their
severity and urgency to solve

Other initiatives required to ensure a successful result, for
example, master data preparation and consolidation, and
transformation requirements. 

Some of the factors to consider in determining the timing
related to the ERP migration: 

d) What are the benefits of implementing Coupa now rather
      than waiting?

When implementing any spend management system, the
projected return on investment will initially be low post go-
live, or even non-existent. This is normal since the
organisation will take some time getting used to the
system and amended processes, and time will be spent on
the resolution of issues not identified during the
implementation project. Let’s refer to this as the settling
period. Early implementation can allow your business to
work through the bulk of these teething problems before
go-live, facilitating a shortened settling period after the
ERP implementation and reduced disruption to the
procurement environment as the procurement design
enhancements and amendments have already been dealt
with post the Coupa go-live.

The sooner you implement Coupa, the sooner the pain
points your organisation aimed to address with Coupa can
be resolved.
Lastly, if your business is planning to implement Coupa,
upfront or simultaneous implementation could substantially
limit the ERP rework involved compared to when
implementing Coupa shortly after an ERP upgrade.

e) How does data or the user experience change when
     moving from ERP X to ERP Y?

This is dependent on the type of move or upgrade mentioned
earlier. Lift‐and‐shift upgrades may have very little impact
other than logging into another ERP instance, possibly with a
new username and password. That said, in most cases an ERP
migration scope involves more than the lift‐and‐shift approach
as organisations see this as an opportunity to streamline
processes, clean data, and so forth. As a result, the following
changes in user experience can be expected:

During the migration process, data from the old ERP
system will need to be transferred to the new system. This
may involve cleansing, enrichment and standardisation of
content in data fields which will result in users not seeing
data in the exact same format as in the old system.
The new ERP system may have a different data structure
to the old system, which could require data to be
reformatted or reorganised to be used effectively. This
could also change the way data needs to be structured for
reporting purposes.
The new ERP system may have a different user interface to
the old system, which could require users to adjust to a
new layout and navigation structure.
The new ERP system may have different or additional
functionality than the old system, which could require
users to learn new processes or features.
If the old ERP system had any customisations or
modifications, these may no longer work as before in the
new ERP due to standardisation/optimisation in process
designs.
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f) Will we even need Coupa, or other connected apps, once we
    have a new ERP?

To be able to answer this question, it is important that you do a
comparison between what the ERP offers in the areas you are
considering optimising with a Coupa implementation. When
considering the functionality between both, include the
following items:

What are the key requirements for your spend
management system; in other words, which key pain
points are you trying to solve versus the nice-to-have
features and functions. Know where Coupa and your ERP’s
strengths lie regarding procurement processes and
functionality compared to your key requirements. If you
don’t, you run the risk of selecting a system for bells and
whistles which don’t efficiently address your core
requirements. 

The end user and supplier experience engaging with
Coupa and the ERP: This is important, because a system
that is difficult for a person to use, no matter how
enhanced, will most likely be avoided and circumvented as
far as possible. This defeats the purpose of implementing
systems to enhance your procurement capabilities.

Whether continuous improvement or functionality
enhancement is included by the software providers to
encourage a more natural, constant improvement in how
your organisation does procurement.

The platform’s support requirements and costs post-
implementation: This is often not given enough
consideration, but poor post-implementation support can
leave your user community feeling very negative towards
the system implemented even if the actual system issues
requiring support‐team intervention are minor.

g) How do organisations overcome varying degrees of skills
     and experience across their business during software
     implementation projects?

The approach an organisation takes is dependent on the
maturity and vision of the senior stakeholders of the business
areas included in the scope of the software platform as well as
the authority they have to enforce wanted behaviour within
the relevant business areas.

The easy, often adopted, approach is to cater for all the
different processes from all the different areas of the business,
even if these processes are aimed at achieving the same
outcome. Following this approach turns an implementation
into a system/technology-based exercise and puts all the
pressure of resolving a company’s challenges on the software
implementer and the software platform no matter the cause of
the issues. 

For the most part, this ensures that the user community is
content in the short term and that the project can be
implemented without too much resistance from the
organisation. This does, however, not drive or enable much
improvement in how an organisation does business;
consequently, the initial adoption soon turns into
dissatisfaction, leaving the organisation with new software,
but the same pain points as before.

The ideal approach is to design a system that facilitates and
contributes to an organisation at the maturity level they aim to
operate at. This approach requires an initiative that is not only
focussed on the software platform, process and data, but also
employee skills development and relevant external party – for
example, suppliers or customers – skills development, where
required. This type of approach is, however, very expensive
and can take a long time when compared to just implementing
the software, and, for that reason, this option is rarely picked. 

A more agreeable compromise between these two extremes
would be to make sure that the organisation understands the
non-negotiable goals that the project needs to achieve and to
enforce these outcomes when designing for the relevant
software platform. Allow some flexibility and inefficiency for
the relevant business areas' processes during the initial
implementation, as long as the elements and processes don’t
prevent the achievement of the non-negotiable outcomes. In
conjunction with the implementation, the organisation must
establish an operating model around the software platform
that can drive the phasing out of these inefficiencies over a
period of time after the initial implementation. This phasing out
should go hand in hand with business-as-usual initiatives to
develop the relevant skills and maturity in the areas required.


